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Executive summary

The DEPLOY project worked on improving the maturity of formal engineering methods and tools to raise industry interest and increase take-up. Near Real-World Industry transfers took place, first with the DEPLOY industrial partners, then joined by DEPLOY associate partners. In DEPLOY, Industry transfer initiatives were referred to as Deployments. Other successful applications of formal methods also took place among the DEPLOY industry group and service-oriented partners.

DEPLOY devoted a significant amount of effort to collect information on these various Industry deployments and to present them as evidence of formal methods transfer to Industry. It is expected that these pieces of evidence can also be exploited by companies not involved in DEPLOY and to help them make informed decisions regarding formal methods adoption. DEPLOY confirmed the key role played by managers in this adoption process, either at project, Q&A or strategic level.

This document provides a guide for managers who consider experimenting and applying formal engineering methods. It is based on the lessons learned from deployments of formal methods to the DEPLOY Industry partners. It covers a range of questions deemed of interest to managers found in the Evidence repository at www.fm4industry.org. Although this work was primary driven by DEPLOY specific methods and tools (i.e. Event-B and Rodin), these guidelines also reference a number of other methods and tools and, more importantly, they are expressed in a more general context common to all of them.

Managers reading this guide are also invited to consider accessing the website above to enjoy an enriched experience with cross-links among related questions as well as success stories. They will also find updated material as the repository is regularly being updated to stay current with the latest evolution such as the release of new standards, e.g., DO-178C, ISO 26262 or to report on more recent industrial applications of formal methods provider by any enterprises after the end of DEPLOY. Therefore, managers are invited to collaborate on the content of this website, not only to comment on the existing material but also to provide information related to their experimentation with formal methods.
1 Introduction

This guide addresses managers’ foremost concerns regarding formal methods. Since their inception, formal methods have had the reputation of being a topic that does not scale to Industry’s needs and only applicable by theoreticians on toy example. Furthermore, it is often believed that formal methods cannot be learned easily, completely disrupt product development lifecycle and cannot be applied together with traditional software development approaches.

This guide hopes to provide evidence regarding these formal method myths [1] so that managers become knowledgeable enough to better grasp the pros and cons of formal methods.

This guide is an excerpt from the body of evidence presented at:

http://www.fm4industry.org

Questions of most interest to managers where significant evidence can be made in the answer are presented in this document. However, we encourage managers to access the site above to access the full list of questions and the latest updates.

The remaining of this document is organised as follows. After a brief overview of managers’ influence on the adoption of formal methods in Section 2, a list of questions and answers on important aspects related to formal method usage in Industry are presented in Section 3. Industry context is too divers to provide a step by step guide on transferring formal methods in an organisation. Instead, with its practical question/answer format this guide provides an easy, ad-hoc reading approach for managers. Each question answer is self-contained including its external references. A reader may therefore jump randomly back and forth through Section 3. Finally section 4 gives concluding remarks.

2 The manager role in the adoption of formal methods

It is a manager’s world. Thus decisions regarding development lifecycle paradigm are in the hand of managers.

Managers at different levels, in different sectors and managing different disciplines of product and system development may be interested to learn about formal methods. Furthermore, managers will also want to understand how formal methods could affect their team of engineers, analysts, developers and testers. To meet this broad scope of interest, this guide attempts to address questions on a variety of viewpoints.

From interactions with managers from the DEPLOY Industry partners as well as external to the consortium, it was notice that managers often feel that they are in unique situation. They then infer that this uniqueness will make formal methods incompatible with their organization settings.

To help to jump this first hurdle, we refer to the survey of Woodcock et al. that presents
information related to the application of formal methods on 62 significant Industry cases [2]. This survey highlights three important points. Formal methods apply to:

- Many different sectors such as transportation, defence, financial, telecom, nuclear, healthcare, office and administration, consumer electronics, etc.
- Many different types of application such as real-time, distributed, transaction processing, high data volume, control engineering, parallel, hardware, CASE tools, service oriented architecture, etc.
- Many different application sizes from 1K lines of code to systems as large as 1M lines of code.

Although these survey data should convince almost everyone that others have used formal methods in their sectors, for their type of applications and for similar application sizes, in many cases, managers may still feel that these general types of surveys do not apply to their specific organizational context.

In the remaining of this section, we therefore go one step deeper and present the diversity of organizational contexts of each Industry partner involved in the DEPLOY project, namely, Bosch (Automotive), SAP (Business), Siemens (Mass Transport), Space System Finland (Space). Furthermore, we also explain the different visions that each of these organizations has for the application of formal method to fit in their respective context.

### 2.1 Organizational contexts and formal method deployment strategies at DEPLOY Industry Partners

The contexts and strategies for formal method deployment at DEPLOY Industry partners will be depicted on the following aspects:

- The organization unit of the Industry partners involved in DEPLOY
- Their general vision on how formal methods should be used in their company (at what stages to apply formal methods, whom and how many staff members to train)

The actual units of the four Industry partners are composed of two R&D units of large organisations, namely, Bosch and SAP, one safety analysis unit at Siemens and one whole SME, Space System Finland (SSF). Thus, in terms of organisation size, three units of large companies and one small enterprise are involved. It is worth highlighting that where Bosch and SAP involve their R&D units, Siemens involves safety engineers that are part of the production department.

Independent of company and unit sizes, all four Industry partners directly staffed a similar number of employees on the DEPLOY project, that is, from 2 to 3 people. Most Industry people working on DEPLOY had a previous experience with formal methods but only few were well versed on proof-based methods such as event-B, which was the main formalism promoted during the DEPLOY project.

Except for two participants from SSF and one at Siemens, all others directly involved in
DEPLOY held a doctorate degree. While the Siemens engineer had experience in the B formal method, the two participants from SSF without a doctorate degree did not have an experience with any formal methods prior to DEPLOY.

With regards to strategies for the deployment of formal methods in their organisation, each of the four companies had a different view.

SSF has built a part of its business activities on formal analysis most notably in the space sector applied on various European Space Agency projects. While analysts and architects use formal methods, developers needn’t handle any formal methods. The involvement of SSF in DEPLOY was primarily to learn a new formal method, namely, event-B. A secondary goal was to determine if developers with no prior experience could learn event-B, at least to be able to read and understand formal specifications in the event-B language.

The main rationale for the involvement of Siemens safety engineering team in DEPLOY is to further their expertise in the family of B formalism. Currently, Siemens is already using the B formal method to model their software specifications. Thanks to event-B, safety engineers will raise the level of reasoning at the system level and will be able to mathematically prove system safety properties.

At SAP, the main objective is to use formal methods for generating test cases for testing business scenarios, in other words, to conduct model-based testing. In this context, SAP management expects the application of formal methods to be completely transparent to testers who should keep using their traditional tool for specifying test cases.

In short, SSF and Siemens expects their production engineers to master formal methods where SAP expects that their production testers will not be made aware of the underlying formal method. The management at Bosch takes an in-between stance.

Bosch wants to explore if formal methods will enable to better handle the increasing complexity of automotive computing. This complexity currently requires a massive effort in test-based verification. The Bosch R&D unit wants to determine if formal methods can increase productivity. When transferred to Bosch business units, the application of formal methods should be hidden from engineers and only few experts in the business units should be trained and be capable to handle the work required to apply formal methods.
2.2 Conclusions of Deployment Results at Industry Partners’

Section 3 and the whole evidence repository at [www.fm4industry.org](http://www.fm4industry.org) detail pieces of evidence at a fine-grained level. However, a few general statements can be made with regards to the success of DEPLOY in deploying formal methods (mostly connected to the Event-B and ProB formalisms).

Although Industry partners had different contexts and strategies, DEPLOY could successfully address partner’s expectations and demands. As such, DEPLOY in itself is a significant evidence that formal methods can be successfully used in various Industry domains meeting Industry needs of partners with different strategies for the application of formal methods and widely different contexts.

In general, the following aspects are worth highlighting:

- **Application of formal methods at different stages of the development lifecycle is possible.** The four Industry partners had different visions on who will use formal methods and how. Furthermore, partners did not target the same stages of the development lifecycle. Some mainly focus on the requirement and design stages while others targeted the verification stage. In all cases, DEPLOY could satisfy their needs.

- **Formal methods can be applied by various group, department or unit of an organisation.** During DEPLOY, two of the four Industry partners involved engineers from their production department while the other two partners involved R&D units. Although mentality, approaches and vision are different in R&D vs production/business units, both could apply formal methods successfully.

- **Application of formal methods neither requires a Ph.D. level education nor previous experience with other formalisms, although familiarity with other formal methods quickens the learning curve but the lack of prior experience is definitely a surmountable hurdle.**
  - Previous experience not required: all but two Industry participants have past experience with formal methods. However, even those with experience were unfamiliar with the proof-based approach proposed in the B formalism. Only Siemens had experience with the B formal method. The other participants had experience with model checking and other formalisms where the difficulty lies in modelling but not proving.
  - No PhD required: although most DEPLOY Industry organisations involved people with doctorate degrees a few participants did not. DEPLOY showed that software engineer without Ph.D. and without formal method background could be trained fairly quickly to become proficient in reading formal specifications and conceiving simple models.

This diversity of contexts of the four organizations involved in DEPLOY together with the diversity of uses of formal methods in these organizations should definitely convince other managers that, as unique as their situation may feel, formal methods can be unequivocally applied to their context.
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3 Levering on a body of evidence on formal methods

During the DEPLOY project, evidence related to formal method transfer to Industry and usage by Industry were collected from various activities undertaken by Industry partners. Rather than supervise all possible actions performed by Industry partners and their interactions with Academics, a set of themes of interest to Industry were identified and evidence material was collected only for these themes. However, the evidence collection went beyond the scope of the DEPLOY project and a fairly extensive literature review collected evidence material from research projects other than DEPLOY.

The themes of interest to Industry identified by DEPLOY Industry partners are the following:

- General topics of concerns related to formal methods in Industry
- Impact on an organisation with regards to training scope and resourcing
- External factors advocating take-up of formal methods (competition, standard bodies, laws, etc.)
- Understanding the impact on the Software/System Development Process
- Known strengths and weaknesses of tools associated to a formal method as well as the quality of support by tool providers

The full list of Questions/answers on these themes are published at http://www.fm4industry.org

Below we present excerpts of questions and answers with most interest to managers.

NOTE: To make each question/answer self contained, citations and references are listed directly after the text of the question/answer.

3.1 General topics of concerns in Industry on formal methods

Although this theme is very broad, a few interesting points can be addressed to answer the following questions:

- Why have formal methods failed to breakthrough on the market for such a long time?
- What important system concepts can be handled "elegantly" with a selected formal method?
- What interesting books have been published on the application of formal method in Industry?
- What other initiatives exist on collecting data regarding formal methods and their application in Industry?

3.1.1 Why have formal methods failed to breakthrough on the market?

Following the rapid growth of computer science, exaggerated claims about formal methods might have been made in the past by proponents of formal methods [1]. Such
claim might have hindered the credibility of proponents, and of formal methods themselves. As an analogy, consider the near-science-fiction atmosphere that was around the rapid growth of artificial intelligence in the ‘80, and how it has been reconsidered since then.

More precisely, in his seminal paper [2], Anthony Hall identified seven myths about formal methods. Seven additional myths have been identified later by Bowen and Hinchey [3]. These are false beliefs that industrials have about formal methods, and that considerably hinder Industry adoption [4].

The first seven myths are as follows [2]:

- **Myth 1: Formal methods can guarantee that software is perfect.**
  Actually, formal method can prove or verify if an artefact has a set of predefined properties. If these properties are incomplete or inaccurate with respect to the actual requirements, or if the requirements are themselves incomplete or inaccurate, formal methods will not compensate such weaknesses.

- **Myth 2: Formal methods are all about program proving.**
  It is true that program proving has been a very long-run topic in the field of formal methods because source code is an existing artefact exhibiting the features of formal language, including a notation that can be analysed by formal tools, and a nearly-formal semantics. However, Formal methods can also verify artefacts other than programme code such as system-level models, as done in the DEPLOY project, communication protocols, and requirements models, etc. It is true that in DEPLOY proving remains a significant aspect. However, that are yet formal methods that do not require proofs to be handle by the users. Notably, model checkers are successful at verifying particular properties such as deadlock freedom only by running a tool with input models.

- **Myth 3: Formal methods are only useful for safety-critical systems.**
  Formal methods tend to provide a very high level of assurance about some properties; and this is especially desirable in safety-critical systems. However, other sectors have high assurance requirements, such as business, security-critical systems, etc. In the DEPLOY project, SAP and Space System Finland were deploying formal methods. Furthermore, Formal methods were also used in DEPLOY verifying instruction set of chip architectures at XMOS—XMOS was an associate DEPLOY partner. So, at SAP, SSF and XMOS, the situation was business-critical rather than safety critical. The choice of using formal methods or not is more tightly related to high assurance than to safety.

- **Myth 4: Formal methods require highly trained mathematicians.**
  The mathematics behind formal methods is easy. What is difficult is the engineering. Formal methods require one to precisely specify and reason about the system properties, etc. This level of precision tends to be much higher than the one reached in written specifications, hence more difficult to reach. Training delays are generally estimated to one or four weeks, with a trained teacher. It is true that formal methods are about mathematics, and that majority of people tend to dislike mathematics,
quickly sticking a "too difficult" stamp on it. In some cases, it is also possible to hide formal methods behind domain-specific languages, for example, hiding mathematical notations behind graphical notations à la UML.

- **Myth 5: Formal methods increase the cost of development.**

Formal methods shift the cost of development from late testing phase to early analysis phases. Managers tend to rely on the feeling that something is being developed to estimate the progress of their teams. Writing source code immediately tend to be less frustrating that developing models during as much as 30% of the project lifetime, depending on the technique in use. It is also true that using formal methods dramatically changes the rate of identification of issues at each phase of development cycle.

- **Myth 6: Formal methods are unacceptable to users.**

Formal specifications help users understand what they get, simply because they precisely state the properties that are proven on the artefact. Formal specifications can be difficult to communicate in raw manner to non-trained individuals; just like reading source code might be difficult for non-computer scientists. Several techniques can be used to help this understanding, including: paraphrasing the formal specification into natural language (which turns to be quite easy), animating the formal specification (depending on the available animation technology), and demonstrating the consequences of the formal specification. In many cases, users do not care whether a formal method was used or not. They are mostly concerned with the end system and its usability rather than the process used to develop this end system.

- **Myth 7: Formal methods are not used on real, large-scale software.**

Several success stories from the work performed on Industry size projects by DEPLOY partners are mentioned in the online FAQ at [http://www.fm4industry.org](http://www.fm4industry.org). Other reference cited through the online FAQ point to other success stories by organisation external to the DEPLOY project.

The additional seven myths are the following [3]:

- **Myth 8: Formal methods delay the development process.**

This myth has a relationship with Myth 5. In general, once formal methods are mastered by the engineering team, the development time is roughly similar when applying formal or informal methods. It is however true that using formal methods dramatically changes the effort allocation at the different stages of the lifecycle and that the rate of identification of issues at each phase of development cycle is also altered. In particular, formal modelling often delays the requirement and design stages but it enables the discovery of bugs in these early stages of a project when problems and error are much cheaper to solve.

- **Myth 9: Formal methods are not supported by tools.**

Formal methods require specific tools to be developed to handle them such as theorem provers, model-checkers, etc. This technology is of paramount importance
for the successful deployment of formal methods, as it provides the degree of automation to make formal methods attractive [5]. Obviously, it is quite frustrating to use a method that requires one to perform many manual systematic checks while one may have the feeling that a machine would perform such checks better and much faster. The technology that is needed to deploy formal methods with the adequate automation is becoming mature, and as the computing power available to common desktop platform is increasing as well, such tools can be developed and provide direct support to engineers who needn’t access resources other than their own workstations or laptops.

- **Myth 10: Formal methods mean forsaking traditional engineering design methods.**

  Formal methods provide a formal notation, also known as "formal specification language", and some form of deductive apparatus, also known as "proof system". As such, they are not actual development methods; they should be called tooling or techniques. They will not make up for the engineer skills and know-how, and they need to be integrated in some development process, just as engineer learned to use calculators in the very early days of computer science.

- **Myth 11: Formal methods only apply to software.**

  Formal methods apply also to hardware or system engineering. Formal methods reason on some input that need to be made precise enough to be amenable to automated analysis. Software artefacts tend to match this condition since programs are executable by a machine. However, in DEPLOY, event-B is used to model whole system and proof certain properties of this entire system.

- **Myth 12: Formal methods are not required.**

  Formal methods deliver a very high assurance level on the artefact they analysed about the property that was analysed. This high level of assurance might sometime be considered as overkill, but this is to be considered on a case-by-case basis. It is true that sectors exhibiting some degree of criticality tend to adopt formal methods more easily than sectors without such criticality. In a situation where time to market is more important than reliability and safety, formal methods should not be used. However, if at later time, a product even in a non-safety critical domain breaks through and generates huge revenues for an enterprise, it may then become important to verify certain properties of new version of the product before launching upgrades. SAP is a good instance of this situation.

- **Myth 13: Formal methods are not supported.**

  Tools support for formal methods has gained significant maturity in the last decade. Many model checkers have been released or embedded inside larger tool suites, for example, Coverity Prevent, Polyspace, Prefast in Microsoft Team Foundation Sever. In addition, several companies have flourished around formal method tooling and application, for example, Clearsy and Systerel provide support on tooling and also on modelling on the B-family formalism, ESTEREL provide help with SCADE, Polyspace and Coverity provide training and support for their respective source code analyzers. Finally, given the tighten completion, Europe is slowly encouraging the Academic world to provide help to industry, either through applied research projects
under FP7 or even directly offering consultancy services to Industry.

- **Myth 14: Formal-method people always use formal methods:**

  Formal-method experts recognized that formal methods are not a silver bullet. In particular, formal modelling of an application where time to market is crucial would not be practical. Furthermore not all properties can be formally checked on a given system in a practical way. For instance, the run-time of some source code is estimated through benchmarking, user interfaces are tested manually, etc. Formal method people tend to generally focus on a fragment of the whole system focusing on the most critical, the most complex, or the most amenable to formal analysis.

  From our experience in the DEPLOY project, it seems that industrials tend to avoid changing their development process because of the incurred cost: switching people to a new technology takes time, some people do not adapt and are therefore wasted, there is a risk in the first project, etc. The biggest driver in industry is money. The second biggest driver is when they are obliged to do something, e.g. to comply with some regulation. For instance, the famous line 14 metro that was developed a decade ago was developed using the B formal method because the customer explicitly required this method to be used. A third reason from our DEPLOY experience is that a manager might be blamed for a failure due to his attempt to deploy new "exotic" development methods such as formal methods, but he will less likely to be blamed for a failure arising because he pushed his team to keep using methods that were successful so far.

**References**


3.1.2 Important system concepts "elegantly" handled with formal methods

The goal of formal methods is to verify, test, or develop a model that has desired properties.

- The properties can be either generic domain-independent such as absence of deadlocks or live-locks or domain-specific, possibly in the overall environment, such as an invariant or a deadline for a reaction of the model.

- The model can represent a finite state machine, a more complex transition system such as a communication protocol, or a hybrid system (with both discrete and continuous behaviours), etc.

The main issue in constituting a design flow is selecting the right formal methods [1]. These can vary greatly according to the kind of properties to prove on the targeted system. Furthermore, it is crucial to ensure that the property proven on the model makes sense in the real setting of the system.

For instance, when a property of a reactive system is verified, it is crucial for the inputs considered by the model to cover all possible inputs delivered or generated in the real world environment in which the product will operate. This can include timing issues, values, etc. For high assurance system, one should also consider failures of various components of the environment and erroneous inputs.

Different formal method natively support different system concepts such as real time, invariants, etc., however, one might twist a given formal method to incorporate additional concepts that it does not support natively. This twisting increases the risk to produce inelegant models, that is: hard to understand, maintain, requiring unnecessarily complex proofs etc.

In the remaining of this section, we cover several aspects of system modelling such as discrete vs. continuous, real time, and probabilities. We present facts to help Industry members to select the most appropriate method for each of them, according to their specific industrial and technical setting.

Reasoning about the real world: continuous world vs. discrete model

For instance, the B formalism captures only discrete values. Consequently, the physical dimensions captured in B models to represent the environment of the system under construction are all made discrete. This has to be taken into account when we reason about concepts that are continuous in the real world, such as the speed or distances of metro's in the context of metro driving software. In such context, two main strategies can be developed, and used together:

- Chose a discretising that is fine enough, so that the correctness of the concrete implementation can be deduced by the correctness of the discrete model. Speed of trains can be represented in cm/sec instead of using the traditional km/h dimensions.
• Develop a model that uses safe rounding techniques, so that the discrete values are always rounded "on the safe side", even for intricate arithmetic functions [2]. For instance, if we prove that trains will always stop within the available stopping distance rounded down to the inferior meter, the proof makes sense in the real continuous world.

A more intricate example is when the controlled system obeys complex physical laws, as met in flight control systems such as the Traffic alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS). In such system, one wants to prove that airplanes will not collide when they are under the control of software that pilots the plane to perform collision avoidance manoeuvres. The trajectories followed by airplanes must always be flyable, that is: airplanes cannot brake; make sharps turns or climb abruptly [3]. Such systems are called hybrid systems, and a specific research with specific tools has been done to handle such cases in a completely sound manner [4][5][6].

**Real time**

A more common issue in verification is real time. Real time is when the reaction of the software must obey timing constraints. The most typical constraints are deadlines, where the output of the software must come before some timeout, but other constraints can also appear such as early deadlines or concomitance where the software cannot produce an output before some units of time or where it must produce two outputs at the same time or within some bounded time interval.

Model-checking is a technique that is able to verify complex timing properties on transition systems. Most of these tools reason on models where the time is made discrete, either because it is structured along a "universal clock" that regularly ticks, and generates a new state of the system or because time progresses by one unit at each event of the considered model.

• SMV, and its successor NuSMV are well-known representative of such formal tools. In their logics, time is discrete, and progresses along a universal clock. They support finite state machine. Properties to verify can be expressed in temporal propositional logics [7]. For instance, one can specify that a train must stop within three "tics" after some signal is received as follows:

$$\text{StopSignal} \Rightarrow ooo \text{TrainStopped}$$

where $o$ represents the "next" operator that captures a "tic", and $\Rightarrow$ represents an implication.

• UPPAAL is a well-known model checker that supports the notion of continuous time. In the logics of this tool, time is continuous, and progresses as in the real world, while modelled system is a finite state machine whose conditions can be expressed in term of the continuous time [8]. For instance, on can specify the same train stopping requirement with better realism as follows:

$$\text{StopSignal} \Rightarrow \langle\langle\{3 \text{ minutes}\} \text{TrainStopped}$$

One does not always need to formally reason on timing conditions even if a formal method is in use. In the DEPLOY project, Siemens has reported that their control system are conceived as a single response loop that is executed repeatedly and outputs are computed in a single pass of this loop [9]. The loop itself must execute within some time
bound. This time bound is checked at run time, and in case the deadline is missed, the control system activates the emergency brakes, which is the default emergency procedure that brings the train into a safe and stable state. This approach can only support a single deadline, and can only be applied if a default safe procedure can be activated at any time.

Bosch has tried to reason about responsiveness of reactive systems modelled in Event-B. Event-B does not natively supports the notion of deadline and timing condition; rather it is aimed for reasoning about invariant, convergence, and refinement of state machines. The approach of Bosch was to adding a set of time counters within their models, and incrementing the counter at each relevant event, to model the elapsing of time. In order to prove convergence and responsiveness, they also had to develop a series of complex invariants referencing the counters from the model to capture the exact semantics of these counters [10]. This approach requires a lot of effort in the development of invariants that capture the notion of time, and delivered very complex model, that is, hard to understand, maintain, etc. Similar patterns for reasoning about time and consistency in business information systems in Event-B have been proposed in [11]. These patterns rely on a specific variable representing a time counter, and specific event called "tic" to model the elapsing of time.

There have been proposals to integrate the Event-B method with the SMV and UPPAAL tools in order to natively support the notion of time in the Event-B language [12]. However, the initial semantics of Event-B does not support the notion of responsiveness; this integration therefore required extending the language and part of its semantics.

**Fault tolerance**

There are several ways to reason about fault tolerance using formal methods. It depends mainly on the kind of property one wants to prove about the verification target, and on the kind of error one wants to envision.

When one wants to reason about the robustness of the verification target against some well-identified failures in the environment, a common technique is to model not only the target of verification, but also its environment. Modelling the environment allows one to capture its possible faults into the model, and to reason on the overall system. This approach has been followed during the DEPLOY project in the context of business information systems [13] [14]. They developed Event-B models that included not only the application that was the target of verification, but also part of the environment, namely the underlying communication middleware.

When one requires quantification of some overall error rate of a system, one needs to include probabilities into the model.

**Probabilities**

Specific probabilities for relatively simple systems can be estimated manually or with the help of common statistic tools [15]. For more complex systems, specific tools can be used to formally reason on them.

PRISM is a good representative of probabilistic model checker [16]. Probabilistic model checking is a formal verification technique for the modelling and analysis of stochastic systems. It has proved to be useful for studying a wide range of quantitative properties of
models taken from many different application domains. This includes, for example, performance and reliability properties of computer and communication systems. It natively supports input models representing state machine with probabilistic transitions.

PEPA is a formal language that allows quantitative analysis of systems. Models can be described in a compositional way - as cooperation between individual automata that carry out actions. By associating rates to each action of the model, the description is interpreted against an interleaving semantics that gives rise to an underlying Continuous Time Markov Chain. Typical questions that can be answered by the analysis of the Markov chain are the throughput of an action or the utilisation of a component [17] [18].

There have been attempts to reason on overall probability of failure of systems in Event-B. Event-B does not natively support the notion of probability.
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3.1.3 Books on formal method in Industry

Showing a regain of interest in formal method by Industry, two books will be published in 2012 on formal method in Industry practice. The first one is mainly focus on the B and event-B formalism, a proof-based formal modeling approach while the second book focuses on model checking.

- **Industrial deployment of system engineering methods providing high dependability and productivity.** A. Romanovsky, M. Thomas (Eds). Springer. 2012


A few other interesting books published in a more or less recent past:


- **Industrial-Strength Formal Methods in Practice.** Hinchey, Springer London Ltd,
Surveys on formal methods in Industry, although the second one is not a book its does reports on 62 Industry use cases.


For a general introduction to formal methods


Besides generic books on formal methods, additional book targeting a single formalism have been published. This document does not intent to promote one formal method over others. Thus books on a particular formalism are intentionally not listed in this answer.

### 3.1.4 Other initiatives on collecting data regarding formal methods

Other interesting initiatives related to formal methods and their application in industry are the following

- Formal Method Europe (FME, URL: [http://www.fmeurope.org](http://www.fmeurope.org)). FME aims to encourage formal methods research and application. Activities include the dissemination of research findings and industrial experience though our symposia and sponsored events; the development of information resources for educators.

- Open-DO (URL: [http://www.open-do.org](http://www.open-do.org)). Open DO is an Open Source initiative that aims to create a cooperative and open framework for the development of certifiable software.

- Formal Methods Wiki (URL: [http://formalmethods.wikia.com](http://formalmethods.wikia.com)). It provides an extensive list of pointer to project, repositories and people connected to formal methods. In particular, companies using formal methods are listed at [http://formalmethods.wikia.com/wiki/Companies](http://formalmethods.wikia.com/wiki/Companies)

3.2 Impact on an organisation with regards to training scope and resourcing

Instead of answering particular questions on train, we merely relate how the DEPLOY project performed its transfer activities. Although there may be other training approaches, the one followed by the DEPLOY project satisfied the Industry partners and it provides a convincing case for other to rely on.

At a high level, the DEPLOY project followed a similar approach to transfer the event-B formal method to all Industry partners. The steps below were followed:

1. A short intensive training session (three to five days). Out of this training session trainees are able to specify simple system in Event-B and to read fairly complex models specified by experts.

2. Identification of pilot projects for each partner. The pilot projects should represent a small real-world problem on which the company previously worked not using formal methods. This pilot project was then broken down in an even smaller mini-pilot project targeting a small part of the pilot project.

3. Industry partners attempt to solve the mini-pilot requesting coaching from academic experts on need-to basis.

4. Once a sufficient expertise on formal modelling and proving is acquired, the partner then worked on the complete pilot project in an autonomous way only asking for advice from academic experts if a complete blocking point was reached and could not be solve even after a significant effort by the Industry people concerned.

5. Identification of research issues to address on the formal methods and associated tooling to guarantee its transferability to Industry. This identification starts from Industry partners’ needs that could not be addressed by the formal method or by its tools during the pilot project. This includes issues common to all sectors (e.g. tool must be more stable, editor must react faster to user inputs, tool must enable for parallel team work on same models) as well as identification of sector specific and even partner specific issues, for example, the formal method must handle real-time constraints or the tools must be able to generate code.

6. Identification of an advanced pilot project by each partner. This advanced pilot should be more challenging than the initial pilot project and may actually address a project that has not yet be executed by the company.

7. Industry partners work autonomously to model the advanced pilot.


With regards to timing, the initial intensive training (Step 1 above) was schedule at month 3 of project. This scheduling was necessary to identify the most appropriate time slot where nearly all Industry members could attend a full-week course.

Each Industry partner evolved at their own pace on their respective initial pilot and mini-pilot. This intent was not to have all partners to follow the same pace since the evolution
could be radically different depending on people’s familiarity with proof-based formal methods and the ease with which event-B could model the sector specific problem selected as initial pilot. Indeed, company with more background on formal methods tended to have more detailed and less ambiguous requirements document to start with. Thus, they could be much faster at modelling in event-B compared to partners with less detailed and potentially more ambiguous requirements document. Consequently, the period of work on the pilot and mini-pilot (steps 2-4) varied from 12 to 18 months.

Thanks to this initial learning phase on pilots and mini-pilots, Industry partners better understood what could or could not be modelled efficiently and elegantly using event-B. All felt ready to work on the advanced pilot after the initial learning phase.

Industry partners worked on their advanced pilot in the next two years of the DEPLOY project. Subsequently during the federated event in Paris, they all learn quite a bit from modelling their advanced project. After modelling the advanced pilots, DEPLOY Industry partner feel comfortable to claim to have reach complete autonomy with event-B.

Although an external organisation may not need to follow all the steps above, this approach provides an interesting path to draw from, in particular, with regards to its training and coaching pattern. All four Industry partners of the DEPLOY project were unanimously satisfied by this general training and learning approach where

1. An initial intensive training of 3 to 5 days accelerated the initial learning curve. Not only did the formalism is taught but the installation and use of associate tooling was covered.

2. On-demand coaching on a problem from their specific Industry helped them to gain confidence on their event-B modelling skills and their ability to handle the associated tooling.

3. Work incrementally on an initial pilot and then a more advanced pilot really helped Industry partners to become autonomous with the event-B formal method as well as other connected formalism such as ProB. Throughout this last incremental learning, Industry partners gain the impression to learn continuously and to finally reach full autonomy in the last year of DEPLOY. They also feel capable to assess their formal models and determine when alternative solutions need to be explored.

3.3 External factors advocating take-up

Although different external factors may influence on the use of formal methods such as customer requiring the use of formal methods, competitors convincingly using formal methods, or law and regulation, at the moment, the most important influence comes from sector-specific standards. In this context, a manager should therefore want an answer to the following question:

- What is the position of standards regarding formal methods in my industry segment?
3.3.1 Stand of Standards on Formal Method

The landscape of standard includes both generic and domain specific standards. IEC61508 is the key generic safety standard and several domain specific standards specialise it, as shown in the following figure taken from [1]:

- IEC 61511 (published in 2003) addresses the industrial processes
- IEC 61513 (published in 2001) addresses the nuclear industry
- IEC 62061 (published in 2005) addresses the machine safety
- CENELEC/EN 50126/50128/50129 where (respectively published/updated in 1999/2001/2003) target the railway sector
- ISO 26262 (published in 2011) addresses the automotive sector

![Figure 1 Classification of safety standard](image)

In the aeronautic and space sector, there are standards not directly linked to IEC61508.

- DO-178 (1992) is for the aeronautic sector
- ECSS is for the space sector

In software related to medical devices, there are also specific standards, like IEC 62304 (2006).

Other generic standard may also have a more underlying role, for example ISO/IEC-12207 which specifies the software development lifecycle.

The above already shows a wide variety of standards. In addition to sector specific constraints, there are also a number of other reasons for such a variety of standards including historical reasons (uncoordinated work, national level) and market reasons (market protection) [2]. Moreover, those standards are also evolving hopefully to a better integration, so they are revised (the publication year is generally appended to their numerical identifier such as in EN 61508:2002) or more specific scheme (like the "B" in DO-178B).
Beyond this variety, standards exhibit common aspects:

- **Definition of safety assurance levels**: all standards have a risk oriented approach of their safety functions and classify them in a number of dependability classes, typically by specifying PFD (Probability of Failure on Demand) and RRF (Risk Reduction Factor) figures. This classification varies across the standards for example is IEC61508, the classification ranges from SIL1 least dependable to SIL4 most dependable. The DO-178B has a letter-base classification ranging from level "E" least dependable to level "A" most dependable.

- **Prescription level**: standards can be prescriptive (obligation to demonstrate compliance) or just give recommendations. However, in practice deviating from recommendations can be difficult as it may require non trivial work to motivate it and convince the certifying organisation used to the well-established recommended practices. This is an important factor that influences the adoption of formal methods since a certification authority may not appreciate to audit formal models and their associated proofs if they are not acquainted to them.

- **Scope**: it can address the software, the hardware or a complex system as a whole. It can also focus on specific part of the development process (like development lifecycle, quality management, safety assessment, system certification...). In the following table, inspired from [2], we give a classification of standards according to scope and domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>System Certification</th>
<th>Development Process</th>
<th>Safety Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>ISO/IEC-15289</td>
<td>ISO/IEC-12207</td>
<td>IEC-61508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMMI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>ISO-26262</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avionics</td>
<td></td>
<td>DO178-B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railway</td>
<td>IEC-50126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEC-50128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEC-50129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>ECSS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overview of standards position regarding Formal Methods**

**Generic IEC61508**

Based on the SIL level, IEC 61508 classifies methodologies, techniques and activities as “not recommended”, “recommended”, “highly recommended”, etc. Among the “highly
recommended” techniques for SIL4 are inspection and reviewing, use of an independent test team and the use of formal methods.

To assure the required safety, reliability and correctness, a single "highly recommended" technique is not enough: it can only be reached using a carefully chosen combination of appropriate techniques. Reaching SIL4 in a project requires defining a dedicated system engineering process as described in [3].

**Railway sector**

The EN50128 guidelines, issued by the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC), address the development of "Software for Railway Control and Protection Systems”, and constitute the main reference for railway signalling equipment manufacturers in Europe, with their use spreading to the other continents and to other sectors of the railway (and other safety-related) industry.

In EN-50128, Formal Methods/Proofs are explicitly identified as relevant technique/measure for software requirements specification, software architecture, software design, implementation, verification and testing and data preparation techniques. More precisely they are "recommended" for SIL levels 1 and 2 and "Highly Recommended" for SIL levels 3 and 4. Particular example of Formal Methods cited are: CCS, CSP, HOL, LOTOS, OBJ, Temporal Logic, VDM, Z and B. In the on-going 2011 revision of the standard, additional constraints are put on tools, especially code/data generation tools with respect to specifications and evidence that the implementation complies with the specification by providing explicit traceability.

Despite this and success stories like METEOR, formal methods have not spread in the whole railway signalling industries, where much software is still written and tested in traditional ways (with testing effort usually summing up to more that 50% of the development effort). This lack of adoption is due to the investments needed to build up a formal methods culture, and to the high costs of commercial support tools. Moreover, equipment can conform to CENELEC even without applying formal methods [4].

However EN-50128 requires that bug detection and fixing activities be traced back not only in the production system but in the work products delivered at early phases of the development lifecycle, that is, the design and the requirements document. This causes higher costs to bug fixing. Consequently companies become interested in applying formal methods in the specification and design phases since this seems the only solution to shift back the effort to the design team and to identify potential problems before they are implemented in the executable system.

Although standard may mention formal methods, another barrier to their adoption lies in the competence of certification bodies with various formal modelling techniques in particular since most systems certified follow a test-based approach. The first time a certification body is confronted with documentation based on formal models, it will likely require some time of adaptation in particular, if artefacts traditionally required are not generated, for example, in their B development chain, Siemens does not perform any unit testing since they software units are correct by automated construction. Once established, new system can easily follow the same path of certification granted that the certification authority has learned from the past experience. Siemens has gone through
this process with the B-method, and it is now accepted by the certification bodies, so that the next projects have become easier to certify. In the specific market of metro lines, the B-method has even become the standard required by the market [5].

**Aeronautic sector**

DO-178B was published a while ago, in 1992. It does not recommend or propose a specific development process or methodology. The certification approach is to demonstrate compliance of the process and produced artefacts with a set of goals related to:

- software planning process
- development process
- artefact verification activities: ranging from requirements to design to code.
- integration testing
- verification of process
- configuration management
- certification

As mentioned above, DO178-B ranks the software category in 5 dependability classes: from A (most dependable: catastrophic effect) to E (least dependable: no effect).

The scope of the application of formal methods is the artefact verification activities. DO-178B certification can be achieved through a combination of three kinds of activities:

- reviews: relying on common software engineering practices: checklists, looking for specific kinds of defects/flaws (ambiguities, inconsistencies, incompleteness...)
- analysis: typically coverage analysis, data and control flow analysis
- testing activities: requirements based and with the need to demonstrate traceability

Related to Formal Methods, DO-178B categorise them as "alternative methods" because, at the time the document was produced (1992), they were evaluated to have an inadequate maturity level. However they can be used "as long as they can be demonstrated to address the goals of the standard, and their usage is adequately planned and described (...)" [6]

The wikipedia: DO-178C revision of the standard was published in January 2012. It is replacing DO-178B as the primary document by which the certification authorities such as FAA, EASA and Transport Canada will approve all commercial software-based aerospace systems. DO-178C is explicitly referring to formal methods to complement dynamic testing. They can be used selectively or as primary source of evidence.

**Automotive sector**

The sector specific standard is ISO 26262. It is based on the IEC50128 and was release in November 2011.
In ISO 26262, only a single development method may be highly recommended while several others may merely be recommended. Since current Automotive Industry practices are based on semi-formal methods, these methods have been assigned the highly recommended status. On the other hand, not to prevent the application of formal methods in the development of automotive products, Automotive Industry players involved in the conception of ISO26262 advocated recommending formal methods in the standard. It is therefore possible to be compliant to the current published ISO26262 standard when using formal methods to develop automotive products.

**Conclusion: general position of standards regarding Formal Methods and possible strategies**

Some standards recommend or even highly recommend formal methods but very few standards describe how to manage a formal development. It is therefore difficult to prove that the development process comply with the standards. Certification authorities have to be convinced about this issue.

As formal methods are less widespread and certification authorities are less familiar with them as compared to the classical development methods, there is more work to be done in comparison with other methods especially the first time around despite the fact that a stronger argument can usually be provided when formal methods are applied. However the investment might be worth the effort as shown by the Siemens case for B.
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3.4 Understanding the impact of formal methods on the Software/System Development Process

To better understanding the impact of formal methods on the development process, DEPLOY Industry partners found the following topics interesting:

- The impact on the quality of work products developed using formal methods,
- The capability to exploit formal models at various stages of the development process,
- The capability to perform reuse across development projects when formal methods are used, including reuse of formal and proven artefacts,
- The capability to phase the learning of a formal method in an organisation and eventually to limit the scope of who must understand and become an expert in a formal method,
- The capability to phase the migration to using a formal method incrementally (given the existence of products not initially developed using formal methods).

Several questions and answers on these different themes are addressed in the online FAQ (www.fm4industry.org). Below a set of three questions and answers of most interest to managers have been selected.

3.4.1 How do organizational procedures need to be adapted when formal methods are introduced?

Each company has its own role and task distribution scheme. In this answer, we consider the following roles and responsibilities:

- **High-Level Managers**. This level of management includes top-level managers of a production department or research and development department. Product and product line managers who are only concerned with the commercial aspects of a product are included in this management category. The responsibilities associated with the role of High-Level Managers are related to strategic decisions making and analysis of financial impact.

- **Project and QA Managers**. This group includes all managers who directly manage engineers, analysts, and QA practitioners. This group of managers may belong to production department or research and development department. The responsibility of this role is limited to determining the feasibility of a project and managing projects. These managers do not need to perform technical tasks but they often need to understand the technique, method and tools used by their teams to determine the feasibility and status of a project and decide if the resource allocation is appropriate to achieve a successful project.

- **Engineers and Analysts**. This role category represents people who apply formal engineering methods during system development projects.

- **QA Practitioners**. This role category represents people who do not necessarily apply a formalism but who need to understand it because they will have to review
and use documents containing the given formalism. QA practitioners are split from the role of Project and QA Manager because QA practitioners will ask different questions than Project and QA Managers. QA practitioners are in "do" actors versus the "supervise" activity of Project and QA Managers.

Below, we review how each of the role above will need to adapt his customary practices when formal methods are initially used on a project.

For High-Level Managers

The use of formal method dramatically shifts the workload of a project towards the analysis phase. Much more work is required in the analysis phase to develop formal models while much less is required at the testing phase. As such, managers need to:

- **Adapt their personal workload metrics** to accurately estimate the costs and delay for projects that use formal methods
- **Adapt their personal progress monitoring metrics** to monitor the proper progress of projects that use formal methods
- **Adapt their go/no-go procedure** to decide on the use (or not) of formal method in a project.

Estimating the cost factors in the context of formal methods requires some experience [1]. The factors involved in such go/no-go procedure are discussed in [2]. Basically, these include:

- **Obligation to use formal methods**, for instance, because it is requested by the customer
- **The development is internal, or on a shared-risk contract**. This is mainly to compensate for the possible low accuracy of cost and delay estimates.
- **The management is ready to face the cost shift** from late phase of the project to early phase. This can lead to an early red flagging of the project as being over schedule, and indirectly make it really of schedule due to increased reporting requests.

For Project and QA Managers

Project managers and QA managers need to properly design the development process and select the most adequate formal method to ensure that:

- **The claims that are proven by the formal method are relevant**: One can prove many things about a model; one should ensure that what is proven is useful to the project, and that all what should be proven is actually proven, or discharged to another validation method
- **The artefact on which the claim is proven is the most adequate one**: One can prove different things on different artefacts. For instance, one can prove some behavioural properties on abstract state machines or on the programme source
code. It is much easier to prove such claims on abstract state machines. This is a trade-off between cost (the earliest defects are detected the cheaper they are to correct, checking more abstract artefacts is simpler than more concrete ones) and level of assurance (the later the verification is performed, the fewer opportunities there are to introduce defects in the process)

- **The abstractions made in the model that is actually verified are valid:** Models introduce abstraction; one should ensure that the established proofs remain valid in the real world although they might be done on an abstract model.

- **The level of assurance that is delivered by the provers is adequate:** Not all formal methods deliver the same level of assurance. One should select the most appropriate formal method according to the current context.

- **The formal method is compliant with the targeted standard.** Some sectors require very high assurance, and might require proofs to be cross-checked by a redundantly with different provers, or to rely only on certified provers. Some provers of the DEPLOY project are certified for some CENELEC level of assurance.

**For Engineers and Analysts**

Engineers need to:

- **Develop formal artefacts:** This can be more-less time consuming depending on the considered artefact.

- **Formally define the claims that need to be proven:** These can typically be derived from requirements documents. Some formal methods natively include these claims, for instance if they are related to the proper use of programming language constructs like in software code verification tools à la Polyspace.

- **Prove the claims on the artefact:** depending on the considered formal methods, this can be more-less time consuming, depending on the level of guidance that is required by the tooling, the run time of the tooling, and, possibly, the intertwined development process where the model is gradually proven as it is developed.

- **Exploit the model in the next step of the development process:** When a formal model has been developed, and some claims proven on it, this artefact should be exploited in the development process. This can be through a translation process best carried by automated tools.

**For QA and Safety Engineers**

QA and safety engineers need to assess that

- **The claims that are proven by the formal method are relevant:** One can prove many things about a model; one should ensure that what is proven is useful to the project, and that all what should be proven is actually proven, or discharged to another validation method
• The abstractions made in the model that is actually verified are valid: Models introduce abstraction; one should ensure that the established proofs remain valid in the real world although they might be done on an abstract model.

• The formal methods have been used in an adequate way. For instance, one can prove any truth with a theorem prover if one includes an absurdity in the axioms.

• The artefact on which claims have been proven is properly exploited in the downwards development process

• The model is easy to prove. Some proof technology reach higher proof automation of performance if the model is developed according to some rules (avoid some type of constructs, avoid symmetries, etc.). Such verification can be performed by QA before the model is actually proven, to spare the time of engineers.

QA then amounts to checking that a formal model complies with the established guidelines. At Siemens, the above tasks are under the responsibility of the safety engineers. QA are in charge of verifying that the developed models match some reference good practices that have been synthesized into a set of guidelines. This verification is performed before proofs are made. Some of these good practices are related to the three aforementioned bullets while some others are aimed at reaching a high level of auto-proving. This is how Siemens reported to be internally organized.
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3.4.2 What impact does the use of formal engineering methods have on the identification of issues at each phase of development cycle?

Formal methods can apply at different stages of the development lifecycle to automate various types of verification that would otherwise be performed at later stages of product development lifecycle or not performed at all. As a result, it is generally admitted that formal engineering methods help to identify issues earlier in product development lifecycle unlike non-formal developments where issues are increasingly identified as the development lifecycle advances to reach usually a peak at testing time.

Therefore, by identifying errors earlier, formal methods forces one to resolve them earlier, for example, by removing ambiguities and incompleteness in the various work products produced as early as after requirement analysis or the design stage. In addition to removing errors, formal methods also help stakeholders to gain additional knowledge about the product or system being developed. For example, from a formal design, one
may learn about timing information in a complex system or from a formal analysis of source code, one may identify performance bottle neck, segments of dead code or deadlock freedom.

Below, various industrial case studies were reviewed to determine the impact of formal method usage on the identification of issues at various phases of the development lifecycle.

**Requirements Phase**

The use of formal methods at requirements analysis stage can be very beneficial to the whole development process as issues and errors identified at this point are much cheaper to correct.

Requirements documents are usually insufficient for specifying formal models. In a non-formal development approach, these insufficiencies can persist much longer in the development lifecycle. On the other hand, formal modelling forces requirement analysts to be very accurate and detailed in turn they ask very precise questions to customers to complete or correct problematic requirements. Indeed, given the wealth of information needed to develop formal models, requirement analysts learn to ask question that are often completely overlooked by non-formal development techniques. After a few years of experience with formal modelling, analysts become much better at asking directly the right question to obtain clear and complete requirement from the customer and they are also much faster at identifying requirements defects even before initiating a formal analysis.

Below is a short presentation on works performed during the DEPLOY project and other endeavours to show that the various facts mentioned above are verified at Bosch, Siemens, SSF as well as outside the DEPLOY consortium.

*At Bosch, the substantial refactoring of a requirements document using the Problem Frames method helped to correct a number of problems such as inconsistency, incompleteness, and ambiguity. This is described in more details in a success story found in the website mentioned above.*

*Since Siemens started using B to develop formal models of their software components, they have become much more thorough during requirement development and elicitation. In particular, they report that they now ask questions that were not even considered before when informal development techniques were used, for example, they now require an accurate ground topology of the metro system to reason accurately about braking distance to reach a halt.*

*SSF initially attempted to model formally two different systems using Event-B, namely, the BepiColombo SIXS/MIXS on-board software and attitude and orbit control systems. The modelling exercise of BepiColombo SIXS/MIXS on-board software requirements in Event-B helped to identify ambiguity, incompleteness and redundancy that are commonly discovered later in the development cycle.*

Similar observations have also been made outside of DEPLOY:

*In [1], [2], [3], it is explained that SCR (Software Cost Reduction) and its toolset were used to identify several serious issues during requirement analysis. SCR is*
devoted to the proper identification of requirements through simulation and validation of state machine by end users. SCR is furthermore able to perform simple checks on the formal models such as determinism and forms of logical completeness. This method is still in use nowadays and has matured for more than 15 years.

In [4], two case studies explored the impact of two formal techniques for specifying and checking requirements. In one case study, SRI's PVS specification language was used and Stanford's Murphy finite-state verification system was used in the other. Among various benefits of using these two formal requirement analysis, the authors compares the issues identified when using formal requirement analysis and when only performing non-formal reviews. They discovered that the use of formal requirement analysis help to identified 7 major issues while non-formal approach only discovered 1 error; concerning minor issues, 23 were discovered using formal method and 3 only through non formal checks.

In [6], The NewCoRe project that ran over a two year period in the early 90’s present the use of formal method to validate communication protocol in the Telecom sector. A specification of 7,500 lines of (non-commented) SDL code was written and about 150 correctness properties were formally specified and verified for the SDL model. As a result, a total of 112 serious design errors were detected in the design requirements.

**Design Phase**

Using formal methods at the requirement level aims to ensure that the functionality of the product are well understood and described, and that all angles of that functionality have been analyzed and specified in details in the requirements document. Although requirements document make general statement regarding non-functional requirements as well as describe constraints from the environment, requirement analysis cannot really guarantee non-functional behaviours because requirements do not usually specify the complete architecture of a proposed solution. Consequently, formal specifications of certain non-functional behaviour are left for later stages of the development lifecycle.

The most important observation from the field concerning issues identified at design time comes from Siemens. They currently use the B method to design their software component for metro and train systems. In their design, all safety conditions of their formal models are proved to be satisfied. Thus, a system implementation that matches the design will never encounter safety problem (within the scope of the considered requirements). Clearly, when they encounter a problem with a proof, this forces them the redesign their formal models until all safety conditions are guaranteed. Certain proofs can take one to two months to be verified by humans. Thanks to Pro-B, a model checker and animator build for B and Event-B models, Siemens can now check if a counter example exists in matter of seconds thus avoid wasting time trying to proofs non-provable facts. We can therefore argue that in the Siemens case, formal modelling not only helps to build safe transport systems but also do so at a much improved productivity rate.

Another observation relates to the use of formal vs informal techniques to verify the correctness of models. At SSF, two teams performed the verification of the BepiColombo SIXS/MIXS on-board software and attitude and orbit control systems. The first team used informal review techniques while the second team created formal models of the system
using event-B to prove the correctness of the system.

A SSF team modelled the architecture of two different systems using Event-B, namely, the BepiColombo SIXS/MIXS on-board software and attitude and orbit control systems. The team who model in event-B identified several issues linked to ambiguity, incompleteness and redundancy in requirements. Although these associated observations were also identified by the other team not using formal method (mostly based on algorithm inspections), the power of Event-B models raised the confidence of design analysts much more on the correctness of the proposed system architecture and algorithms. In conclusion, applying informal verification techniques at design time is very helpful however it is hard to determine when a sufficient effort has been spent. On the other hand, when using formal methods, the sufficiency of design verification is limited to determining if proven properties cover an wide spectrum of the real world situations.

Another important observation concerns to the impact of formal design on later stages of the development cycle. In particular, SSF noticed that using the Event-B formalism for modelling attitude and orbit control systems helped to create simpler more modular system architecture easier to understand for system developers. Consequently, they believe that developers will introduce fewer errors at the implementation stage.

**Implementation & Debugging Phase**

Siemens has implemented a complete formal chain from design to code by using a code generator (recognized for SIL 4 certification). B specifications proven correct are fed to the code generator that generates the full code. No edition to this code is performed and given the correctness of the code generator, no issues are identified during the testing phase, which can therefore be eliminated.

A more traditional approach to applying formal methods on source code is Source code analysis, which has proven effective in Industry in the last decade. In such case, the development approach to obtain source code may be informal and then tools for model checking or performing abstract interpretation are use to prove certain properties of the source code program. Notably, the Polyspace tool is a well-known example that performs static analysis of C, C++ or ADA code through abstract interpretation, thus relying on automated algorithm [5]. It has been extensively deployed in Space and avionics sectors for instance. In [7], the authors explain how Astrée has been used to prove certain properties of avionics systems.

**Testing Phase**

At Siemens, code is generated from B specifications proven correct. Hence, they needn't perform any unit testing as no issue would be identified except if errors exited in the code generator or complier. Both of those used at Siemens have been certified for use at SIL4. However, given the habits of most customers to participate to acceptance test session to sign the final acceptance record, Siemens still performs acceptance test to validate the overall functioning of the software. In other words, given the very thorough design specification induced by the use of the B formal method, all requirement issues are identified during the design phase. Acceptance testing is only limited to performing a demonstration of the system to the customer using animation for example.
3.4.3 Can the use of formal engineering methods help in the design of tests?

This short answer is clearly YES.

Deploying a full formal chain from design to code as done at Siemens implies a tremendous shift. In the Siemens case, this shift was imposed by their customer, the RATP (Paris organisation responsible for the metro system). Thus, it was their only choice if they were to continue to conduct business with RATP.

In most other cases, reaching such a level of formality is not an option, at least not initially. In such cases, it is more customary to produce formal models to prove that the designed architecture is adequate to meet certain properties. Subsequently, these formal models are handed to the development team that uses an informal development approach. It is however possible to harness the power of the formal model to generate test cases and potentially a test oracle.

Overall, there are at least four ways the design of test can be impacted by the use of formal methods:

1. Certain kinds of tests can become unnecessary if a formal method chain results in a proven implementation;
2. Test cases can be automatically derived from formal models with assurance of some type of coverage;

3. In a manual design process, deriving tests from formal models can be more systematic than from informal documents;

4. The use of formal methods results in requirements that are more precise. An important side effect of better requirements that they facilitate to develop better test cases.

1. Removing the need for specific kinds of tests

When formal methods are in use, some tests might be dropped, or partially dropped. For instance, if one validates that a communication protocol is deadlock-free through formal methods, one will not focus the testing of the implementation of this protocol on a search for deadlock. Rather, one can validate that the implementation complies with the verified model, and test properties of the protocol can be omitted.

As a concrete case, Siemens does not perform any unit testing of the software code that is developed through the B formal method, as the B models are proven correct by construction, and the code is generated from these B models through a certified code generation process relying on automated code generation tools. Rather, they focus the testing on the integration phase, to validate e.g. the requirements and the assumption on the domain. Of course, switching from a test-based validation to a formal method-based validation must be done in accordance with the targeted norms or standards.

2. Model-based testing

One can derive test cases from formal models. This is known as "model-based testing" [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Model-based testing automates the detailed design of the test cases and the generation of the traceability matrix [1]. More precisely, instead of manually writing several test cases, the test designer writes an abstract model of the system under test, and then the model-based testing tool generates a set of test cases from that model. The tests are generated so as to enforce some completeness property on the model.

For state machine, one can ensure the following test completeness properties:

- Covering each state of the model
- Covering each transition of the model
- Covering each transition pair of the system (provided they can all be taken at some point)
- Covering each simple acyclic path

Model-based testing has two main advantages:

- First, the design time of test cases is reduced.
- Second, one can generate a variety of test suites from the same model by using different test selection criteria.
Existing tools for model-based test generation include [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Formal models from which test cases are generated can be any transition system including state machines, possibly incorporating some executable software code, or formal models such as B or Event-B. In the DEPLOY project, SAP showed model-based testing was feasible based on Event-B and ProB tools [12].

3. Manual design from formal models

Once high quality specifications or models are available, for instance as the result of a formal development process, one can identify test cases in an easier way from these models even on a manual basis. For instance, identifying a test case can be done more easily if one aims at following a given path in an explicitly modelled state machine. This is more-less the process that is automated by model-based testing tools.

Besides this, team working is made easier because engineers can easily communicate based on precise models, and collaborate to develop test suites.

4. Better requirements equals better test cases

Designing formal models will force designers to explore thoroughly the meaning of requirements. In most cases, formal methods forces designers to iterate with the customer to understand fully the system under design. This will then generate update to requirements document to make it more precise, more concise (remove of duplicate statements), less ambiguous. Consequently, it forces one to deliver higher quality requirements documents. Thus even if the generation of test cases remains manual, high quality requirement enables one to more efficiently write relevant test cases.
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3.5 Formal Method Tools and Quality of Support

The online evidence FAQ identifies the various platform on which different formal method tools run. However, tools evolve hence what is true for a tool today changes in tomorrow. Therefore, this report prefers to focus on generic questions that a manager should ask regarding formal method tools and tool support. This is even more important as many formal method tools are the results of research projects that have released tools under open source licences. Many managers are still cautious when it comes to open source partly, because it is a new distribution model with several unknown factors and also because they are not clear on how to assess the quality of these tools and tool support from tool providers. Although generic, the answers to the two questions below hope to relieve part of the worry by guiding manager to asking the important questions, in particular when open source is considered.

3.5.1 What are important questions to ask about formal method tools to determine their readiness for Industry?

During DEPLOY, the four Industry partners as well as other associated partners have used and given feedback on the various formal method tools used. Based on their experience they found the following point most important [1].

- Are there guarantees of long term Tool availability and Support?

Industry projects might last tens of years between the development and the decommissioning of a system. It is crucial for Industry to ensure proper support throughout the complete project lifetime including its retirement. Tools can be distributed under Open Source or Proprietary Licenses. Each model comes with its own risk to disappear (bankruptcy for proprietary code vs. community disappearance for Open Source). Given the niche market, securing the support is not a trivial task (e.g. escrow for proprietary code, direct community involvement or support for Open Source).

- Is the Tool reliable?

Closed source reliability is a matter of trust which can be provided by a certification scheme for example. Concerns have been raised about Open Source tools capability to achieve high reliability [2]. However the large number of industrial strength tools available nowadays tends to prove the contrary: e.g. PVS, nuSMV, and several others. Some reasons are related to the potential of massive peer review and at the design level, better defined interfaces and careful designs required for a distributed development. Furthermore, extensive test suites are often available for such Open Source tools.

- Is the Tool scalable?

The ability to scale up depends on different factors. Tool-induced limitations may be due
to the underlying formal technology, implementations problems (e.g. some bottleneck in a processing chain) or simply usability (e.g. limitation to manage large pieces of models). To assess scalability, references, feedback and reviews provide initial information useful to directly rule out inadequate tools for Industry. A second step is to challenge the tool on realistic case study in various Industry sectors since the way models are build can also impact on the ability to scale up. Open Source tools might have higher risk of not scaling up, especially if they are still at the R&D stage. However there are also highly scalable Open Source tools in the area of formal methods e.g. SPIN and nuSMV are scalable model-checkers, ACL2 and Isabelle are scalable theorem provers.

- **Is the Tool usable?**

It is important that tools ease various tasks when building or modifying a model, carrying out validation and verification activities, working in team, etc. Commercial tools generally have better usability because a special attention is devoted to this aspect while Open Source tools tend to focus more on the core functionality and efficiency, with sometimes only a command line interface.

- **Does the Tool integrate well in Industry tool chains?**

The ability to integrate into existing industrial tool chains is fundamental. This requires the existence of well-documented data format, availability of APIs/binaries on specific OS’s/integration with popular tool platforms. This is an area where Open Source usually outperforms proprietary tools. Furthermore, Open Source often adopt open standard data format. On the other hand, heighten competition frequently pushes proprietary tools to keep internal data format hidden to force vendor lock-in.

- **What is the impact of tools on certifying an Industry product?**

Using a formal tool in the design flow (i.e., at design time) might have an impact on the certification process, especially if the tool is generating work products considered for review by certification authorities such as source code for systems requiring high integrity levels. Evidence of correctness of the output produced by those tools has to be provided by various means: redundant implementation, extensive test coverage, specific verification activities. As supporting success story for this, the ProB tool used by Siemens and developed by the University of Düsseldorf is undergoing a qualification for the railways EN-50128 standard.
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3.5.2 What aspects of tool supports are important for formal method tools released under open source licences?

An enterprise may decide to take an active part in the development of a formal method and its associated tooling however in most cases it only wants to build an expertise on a selected formalism and to acquire the software tooling associated to the select formalism. In case of problems, the enterprise also wants to obtain support. Supports may take different forms such as help in installing tools, training in using tools and learning the formalism, obtain correction or work around in case of problems with a tool, and in case of a major blockage when modelling with the formalism, an enterprise may also want to hire an external expert to help with the real world formal modelling exercise.

Managers are acquainted with the acquisition process of proprietary tools on the other hand they are usually not well-versed on how to acquire open source software. Several open source assessment methods have emerged over the last decade, some from European projects such as QualOSS (http://www.qualoss.eu) or Qualipso (http://www.qualipso.eu). In addition, QSOS (http://qsos.org) and OpenBRR (http://www.openbrr.org) are two other open source assessment methods. All of them follow a similar assessment approach where quality indicators are inferred from lower level measurements related to software as well as to the community, its development process and other information regarding licences and service providers.

A sample assessment result based on the QualOSS standard-assessment method applied on Rodin tool performed in January 2009 is available on the evidence FAQ at the following URL: http://www.fm4industry.org/index.php/TOOL-HM-1.

Alternatively, http://ohloh.net provides measurements for many open source software. Although not performing a qualitative assessment, Ohloh provides a initial set of information, for example, to determine in a matter of seconds how many commits have been made recently, how many committers have participated and to which degree. It may therefore be of interest to a manger to take a quick glance at Ohloh data before considering a more thorough assessment. Unfortunately, not all formal method tool are found in Ohloh, notably, Rodin is referenced but has not measurement data available.
4. Conclusion

This HOW-TO guide for managers proposes an initial set of questions/answers to help better understand the impacts of formal method adoption in Industry. This guide is supplemented by a wiki style website open for collaboration.

In addition to having more questions and answers as well as cross-references, the online FAQ of evidence also include a set of success stories from the DEPLOY project. Unlike Q/As that address cross-industry concerns, success stories are pieces of information specific to a transfer action at a single DEPLOY partner. Although context-specific, DEPLOY success stories may also provide inspiring material for managers to learn about formal methods and hopefully to make their initial move to experimenting with formal methods with their development team.